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A: That's not the correct formula. Using tier bonuses for each rarity, you could use this: Rarity / Tier * (Rarity-1 + Tier-1) +
Rarity-2 + Tier-2 Example: If a rarer weapon drops with tier 1, and you have tier 3, the formula would be: Rarity+3 Rarity/Tier
* (Rarity-1 + Tier-1) * (Rarity/Tier) + Rarity-2 + Tier-2 So, for example, on level 61: 1014 * (1 + 3) * (1/1014) + 3 + (2+1) =
299 This doesn't need Cheat Engine. Using Stat Calc on a calculator, you can substitute every tier for its value on Rarities of 1,
2, and 3, and find the final result, like this: The combined rarity is 3 (2+1) and it has a 1/2.6 chance to drop. In Cheat Engine, at
the top of the "Special | Class Mods" window, click "Edit Formula..." and copy the formula into that space. Note that the rarity
drop chance cannot be calculated this way (not using Cheat Engine). Disclaimer: I'm a developer of Cheat Engine, by the way.
A: As far as I have seen it is: Rarity / Tier * (Rarity-1 + Tier-1) + Rarity-2 + Tier-2 like Mat said. This is easier to calculate
manually, or with a spreadsheet, than using Cheat Engine. Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow. it’s a hair today, gone
tomorrow……well, you know what I mean! From my personal experience the biggest one, is the hair tucking on the top of the
head. I’ve done it, you probably have too. I’ve “restyled” it, retied it and undone it as well, but usually it’s nothing more than a
little hairstyle at the top of the head. When you are down to the hair on top of your head, or all you have left, you realize how
valuable that precious little hair is. Especially if 570a42141b
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